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2. Brief summary
I was very grateful to be the recipient of a Canterbury Medical Research Foundation Clinical
Research Training Fellowship in Paediatrics. As a result of the CMRF fellowship funding, I was able to
complete my DPhil in Paediatrics from the University of Oxford, whilst also working part time as a
paediatric registrar at Christchurch Hospital to finish my specialist clinical training in general
paediatrics. My DPhil thesis is about childhood meningitis and is based on a UK-wide multicentre
clinical study. The purpose of the study is to improve the care of children with bacterial and viral
meningitis, or suspected meningitis. During the study, we recruited 3003 children across the UK who
were admitted to hospital with suspected meningitis and collected clinical data, research samples
and information about outcomes until 18 months following hospital discharge. Of the children
recruited, 30% had meningitis. Following meningitis, sequelae and lower quality of life scores
occurred most frequently following bacterial meningitis. However, some children with viral
meningitis had sequelae including concern about hearing loss and some lower quality of life scores
until 18 months following discharge.

Picture taken at Oxford graduation 2018. 
Second photo with my children/ family for interest.
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I was very grateful to be the recipient of a Canterbury Medical Research Foundation Clinical 


Research Training Fellowship in Paediatrics. As a result of the CMRF fellowship funding, I was able to 


complete my DPhil in Paediatrics from the University of Oxford, whilst also working part time as a 


paediatric registrar at Christchurch Hospital to finish my specialist clinical training in general 


paediatrics.  


My DPhil thesis was about childhood meningitis and was based on a UK-wide multicentre clinical 
study. The purpose of the study was to improve the care of children with bacterial and viral 
meningitis, or suspected meningitis. During the study, we recruited 3003 children across the UK who 
were admitted to hospital from 2012-2016 with suspected meningitis, and collected clinical data, 
research samples including spinal fluid, blood samples and DNA, and information about outcomes 
for 18 months after hospital discharge. A main finding in my thesis, was that I developed a 
preliminary clinical decision model to help distinguish bacterial and viral meningitis using 
information and results of tests available at presentation to hospital. This prediction model could 
contribute to reducing unnecessary investigation, treatment and hospitalisation in children with viral 
meningitis, while allowing necessary treatments to be targeted to children with a high probability of 
bacterial meningitis. 
 


I submitted my DPhil thesis in October 2017. I returned to the UK for the final viva examination at 


the University of Oxford, and passed with minor corrections in January 2018. I have also previously 


published two first author papers in The Lancet Infectious Diseases about meningitis epidemiology in 


the UK since the 1960s, which were also part of my DPhil.  


The aims of this grant included the assessment of outcomes until 18 months following meningitis in 


children prospectively recruited to the UK-wide multicentre meningitis study. Most childhood 


meningitis nowadays is caused by viruses, but knowledge is limited about whether there are any 


long-term consequences of having viral meningitis, particularly as a young infant. I presented some 


of this work as a short oral presentation and poster presentation at the European Society of 


Paediatric Infectious Diseases (ESPID) meeting in Madrid, Spain in May 2017. The study of outcomes 


was also published in a chapter of my DPhil thesis (chapter 8). The final analyses and preparation of 


publications for the study of outcomes following meningitis are ongoing.  


Results: Of the 3003 children aged less than 16 years recruited across the UK who presented to 


hospital with suspicion of meningitis, 30% (892/3003) had meningitis (figure 1). Mortality for any 


reason including during the 18 months follow-up period was 18/3003 enrolled children and infants, 


including four with meningitis and 14 with a non-meningitis illness. Short-term outcome data were 


collected at discharge including mortality and major neurological sequelae. Medium term outcomes 


were assessed by a brief parent interview by phone call at 3 months post-discharge, including 


neurological sequelae. Results of hearing assessments obtained following discharge were analysed. 


Questionnaires to assess quality of life and neuropsychological outcomes were completed by 


families prior to discharge from hospital (baseline), and were posted to participating families at 6, 12 


and 18 months following discharge. 


Many sequelae analysed were reported more frequently (p<0.05) following bacterial meningitis 


compared with the non-meningitis control group at discharge and 3 months post-discharge (tables 


1-2). There were no statistically significant differences between outcomes reported at discharge 


following viral meningitis caused by EV or HPeV (all reported 0-1%) compared with the non-


meningitis control group. For viral meningitis, the only domains that were significantly different to 







the control group at 3 months post-discharge were reduced mobility (8% vs 2%, p=0.033), and 


hearing impairment (7% vs 1%, p=0.025). 


Results of quality of life questionnaires by domain, in children aged <2 years with meningitis of 


different aetiologies compared at each timepoint with the control group are reported in the poster 


attached to previous progress report, and selected figures 2-5 below. In young children, quality of 


life scores across several domains were lower following bacterial meningitis compared with a non-


meningitis illness, including significant differences at 12 months for growth and development, 


discomfort or pain, temperament and moods and parent emotional impact. Parent emotional impact 


scores were lower (p<0.05) at discharge for meningitis of several aetiologies and possible meningitis 


compared with the non-meningitis control group. In enteroviral meningitis, parent time-impact 


scales at discharge and general health perceptions at 6 months were also lower than the control 


group. Although there were fewer low scores than for bacterial meningitis, overall behaviour scores 


for EV meningitis at 18 months post-discharge were lower than the control group.  


 


Contemporary knowledge acquired during my DPhil research about the causes and epidemiological 


trends in childhood meningitis, the development of clinical decision models to assist clinical decision 


making, and outcomes following meningitis, are important in countries like New Zealand to inform 


clinical guidelines, and policies for research and prevention including vaccine implementation. I plan 


to have an ongoing academic career in Christchurch and continue to work on Canterbury based 


research studies to improve care of children in NZ. 


  
 


 


 


 


Figure 1: Meningitis Aetiology, n=892 
Table 1 


Definite bacterial, n=172 


Probable bacterial, n=21 


Definite viral, n=378 


Probable viral, n=14 


Other, n=27 


Unknown aseptic, n=280 







 


  


During the time of the CMRF fellowship, I was also an author on a Cochrane review of intravenous 


immunoglobulin for the treatment of childhood encephalitis, and Christchurch based projects 


including the epidemiology of invasive bacterial disease and non-viral gastroenteritis in NZ children 


which have been published.  


Publications 
Martin NG, Sadarangani M, Kelly DF, Pollard AJ. Childhood meningitis: current and previous UK epidemiology, clinical and laboratory 


characteristics and outcomes. DPhil thesis. Oxford Record Archive; University of Oxford, 2017. https://ora.ox.ac.uk/objects/uuid:16d3f55f-


e3dd-45e1-8fec-2552bdf78cd6 


Iro MA, Martin NG, Absoud M, Pollard AJ. Intravenous immunoglobulin for the treatment of childhood encephalitis. Cochrane Database of 


Systematic Reviews. 2017 Oct 2;10. 


Oral Presentations (study of outcomes following meningitis) 


Martin NG, Sadarangani M, Willis L, Pollard AJ et al. Health related quality of life and outcomes following childhood viral and bacterial 


meningitis – findings from the UK childhood meningitis and encephalitis prospective cohort study (UK-ChiMES). ESPID Conference 


(European Society for Paediatric Infectious Diseases), Madrid, Spain, May 2017. (oral and poster presentation) 


Martin NG. Childhood bacterial and aseptic meningitis: finding from the UK-ChiMES study and beyond. Invited presentation at University of 


Otago Spotlight on Infectious Diseases meeting, Wellington, September 2018. 


Table 2 


Figure 2 Figure 3 


Figure 4 
Figure 5 
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4. Feedback
I was very grateful for this funding as it was challenging to complete a DPhil from an overseas
university along with clinical training (FRACP), particularly with four children.
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I was very grateful to be the recipient of a Canterbury Medical Research Foundation Clinical 


Research Training Fellowship in Paediatrics. As a result of the CMRF fellowship funding, I was able to 


complete my DPhil in Paediatrics from the University of Oxford, whilst also working part time as a 


paediatric registrar at Christchurch Hospital to finish my specialist clinical training in general 
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study. The purpose of the study was to improve the care of children with bacterial and viral 
meningitis, or suspected meningitis. During the study, we recruited 3003 children across the UK who 
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was also published in a chapter of my DPhil thesis (chapter 8). The final analyses and preparation of 


publications for the study of outcomes following meningitis are ongoing.  


Results: Of the 3003 children aged less than 16 years recruited across the UK who presented to 


hospital with suspicion of meningitis, 30% (892/3003) had meningitis (figure 1). Mortality for any 


reason including during the 18 months follow-up period was 18/3003 enrolled children and infants, 


including four with meningitis and 14 with a non-meningitis illness. Short-term outcome data were 


collected at discharge including mortality and major neurological sequelae. Medium term outcomes 


were assessed by a brief parent interview by phone call at 3 months post-discharge, including 


neurological sequelae. Results of hearing assessments obtained following discharge were analysed. 


Questionnaires to assess quality of life and neuropsychological outcomes were completed by 


families prior to discharge from hospital (baseline), and were posted to participating families at 6, 12 


and 18 months following discharge. 


Many sequelae analysed were reported more frequently (p<0.05) following bacterial meningitis 


compared with the non-meningitis control group at discharge and 3 months post-discharge (tables 


1-2). There were no statistically significant differences between outcomes reported at discharge 


following viral meningitis caused by EV or HPeV (all reported 0-1%) compared with the non-


meningitis control group. For viral meningitis, the only domains that were significantly different to 







the control group at 3 months post-discharge were reduced mobility (8% vs 2%, p=0.033), and 


hearing impairment (7% vs 1%, p=0.025). 


Results of quality of life questionnaires by domain, in children aged <2 years with meningitis of 


different aetiologies compared at each timepoint with the control group are reported in the poster 


attached to previous progress report, and selected figures 2-5 below. In young children, quality of 


life scores across several domains were lower following bacterial meningitis compared with a non-


meningitis illness, including significant differences at 12 months for growth and development, 


discomfort or pain, temperament and moods and parent emotional impact. Parent emotional impact 


scores were lower (p<0.05) at discharge for meningitis of several aetiologies and possible meningitis 


compared with the non-meningitis control group. In enteroviral meningitis, parent time-impact 


scales at discharge and general health perceptions at 6 months were also lower than the control 


group. Although there were fewer low scores than for bacterial meningitis, overall behaviour scores 


for EV meningitis at 18 months post-discharge were lower than the control group.  
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